Analysis of machine-selected cells with an image analysis system in normal and abnormal cervical specimens.
An analysis has been performed of visual diagnostic criteria used in cervical cytology applied to machine selected cells in relation to automated classification based on variables, which can be recorded in an image system with automated cell search and segmentation, feature extraction and classification. A 98% accuracy could be obtained with the choice of the most ideal statistical methods for discrimination and the use of the most powerful variables recorded in the image system when compared with consensus of the visual diagnoses based on established cytological criteria for diagnosis of cancer and precancer of the cervix uteri. The most powerful discriminatory variables in the image system (of 17 recorded) for discrimination between normal and abnormal epithelial cells were, in addition to nuclear extinction, cytoplasmic extinction and cytoplasmic shape. It is concluded that the visual classification of cervical cells is highly accurate with experienced observers and that imaging microscopes can be trained to nearly equal this accuracy with appropriate statistical methods of discrimination. The problem of creating fully automated systems, however, also requires the inclusion of even more effective discriminatory variables and also the solution of such problems as automatic cell search, segmentation, artifact rejection, feature extraction, classification and electronic stability in order to become cost-effective.